
More than  
Auditors: 

 Created and provides     
ongoing support for      
Commonwealth Data Point, 
an online resource showing 
where and how the      
Commonwealth spends its 
funds. 

 Monitors major IT projects 
and contracts, which gives 
the General Assembly the 
opportunity to measure 
their progress and           
determine when they need               
adjustment. 

 Provides technology-
related vulnerability and 
penetration testing services 
when requested. 

 Works with local, agency 
and institutional internal 
auditors investigating 
frauds and disposing of   
these cases. 

 Reviews the entire court 
system from the Supreme 
Court of Virginia to  every 
local court. 

 Examines the state          
accounts and records of 
every locality handling 
state funds at least once 
every two years. 

 Maintains oversight       
responsibility for local   
government audits         
performed by public      
accounting firms. 

An Overview of the APA 

Providing sound reliable information and alternatives helps the Commonwealth’s     
leaders address the challenges facing Virginia today.  The Office of the Auditor of Public 
Accounts serves as the General Assembly’s eyes and ears, monitoring and reporting 
how state agencies and institutions spend taxpayers’ money.  

As the Commonwealth’s Board of Directors, the General Assembly directs the  work of 
the Auditor’s Office, either through specific study language or through an annually    
approved work plan.  

General Assembly members can also request technical assistance from the Auditor’s 
Office in understanding the financial operations of the Commonwealth and its          
localities.  Likewise, state agencies and institutions can make similar requests regarding 
specific areas of focus for review within their organizations. 

The bottom line: The Auditor’s Office is here to meet your needs and those of the    
Commonwealth’s citizens. 

Martha S. Mavredes, CPA 

Insight into the Agency  

www.apa.virginia.gov 
101 N 14th Street, Richmond, VA 23219 

                (804) 225.3350 

Office Overview 

Our Mission 
The Auditor of Public Accounts serves Virginia citizens and decision-makers by     
providing unbiased, accurate information and sound recommendations to improve  
accountability and financial management of public funds. 

What Do We Typically Do? 
The first part of our year predominantly focuses on addressing Code of Virginia and 
federally mandated audits such as the Commonwealth’s Comprehensive Annual       
Financial Report (CAFR), the Statewide Single Audit of federal funds, and numerous 
other operational and financial statement audits. 

For the remainder of the year, in order to ensure audit efficiency and cover the     
greatest number of agencies and institutions not mandated for review, the Auditor 
completes a risk assessment of the agencies and institutions as well as key issues facing 
the Commonwealth.  Based on this  assessment, projects are selected for completion 
within the confines of our available resources. 

Most non-mandated audits are designed to ensure an agency has internal controls in 
place to protect the public’s money and that they spend it the way the General        
Assembly planned.  We also evaluate agency and institutional compliance with         
significant state and federal laws and regulations. 

The Office’s remaining resources are dedicated to special projects focused on      
emerging issues that may require General Assembly consideration or action.  However, 
the Office remains fluid enough to address other areas of concern as they arise 
throughout the year. 
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Our Relationship 
with JLARC 

As noted earlier, the Auditor 
reports to the General     

Assembly through JLARC.  
As a result, JLARC is          

responsible for approving 
the Auditor’s Annual Work 

Plan.   

Typically presented at 
JLARC’s May meeting, the 

work plan sets out our     
mandated audit activities 
and highlights the special 

reviews the Auditor’s Office 
will perform in the coming 

year.   

At the same meeting, the 
Auditor will also seek 

JLARC’s approval for any               
modifications to the Office’s 

staffing and salary levels.  

Further, as requested, the 
Auditor’s Office will work 

with or provide support to 
JLARC’s staff in the            

execution of their economy, 
efficiency, and program  

results reviews. 

Need Information or Technical Assistance? 
Simply call or e-mail the Auditor directly with 
your question or request.  Depending on the 
nature of your inquiry, we often have the 
information you need readily at hand.   

However, if your inquiry will require          
substantial time, we will request you provide 

it in writing, and may ask for the approval of 
JLARC to change our work plan.   

Typically, we are able to respond within  24 
to 48 hours for most of the inquiries we   
receive.  

The Auditor’s Office is comprised of a diverse group 
of professionals working together to issue sound, 
reliable audit reports that assist the stakeholders 
and decision makers of Virginia. The agency attracts 
a variety of individuals with a wide range of           
educational and professional backgrounds, ranging 
from undergraduate and graduate degrees in            
Economics, Accounting, Information Technology, 
and Business Management, just to name a few 

Staff demographics reflect an office culture that           
promotes diversity with employees of all ages,     
cultural backgrounds and years of service. 

Experience 
From CPA’s to MBA’s, our 

staff hold over twenty    
different types of                

professional certifications 
and are actively involved in 
relevant local and national 
professional organizations 

such as the  National          
Association of State Auditors, 
Comptrollers, and Treasurers. 

Specialization 
To ensure the Auditor’s  

Office is qualified to meet its 
mission, the Auditor has    

divided the organization into 
eleven    specialty teams, each 
trained in the specific skill sets             

needed to perform their    
assignments.  Areas of         
specialization include: 

 Acquisition and Contract 
Management 

 Budgeting and Performance 
Management 

 Capital Asset Management 

 Compliance Assurance 

 Data Analysis 

 Higher Education Programs 

 IT Project Management 

 IT Systems Security 

 Local Government and   
Judicial Systems 

 Reporting and Standards 

 Strategic Risk Management 

Structure and Funding 
The Auditor of Public Accounts is a constitutional officer, serving as the external       
auditor for all state entities of the Commonwealth much like a corporation’s CPA firm.  
In many respects, the Auditor’s Office operates like a CPA firm, with the Auditor    
serving as the managing partner. 

The General Assembly elects the Auditor to serve a four-year term and the Auditor   
reports to the General Assembly through the Joint Legislative Audit and Review       
Commission (JLARC). 

Virginia’s Constitution and the Code of Virginia define the Auditor’s duties.  This      
structure provides independence from the agencies and institutions audited.  

The Auditor’s Office receives about 90% of its funding from the General Fund of the 
Commonwealth with the remaining 10% resulting from billings for federal audit work.  
Additionally, the Auditor bills and directly deposits into the General Fund over 
$500,000 annually for local court audits.  

Our Staff 

Focused on the Issues 
Our reports regularly provide process and policy 
change recommendations through which the         
Commonwealth could avoid costs or enhance their 
fiscal management of agency programs.  Each year in 
the fall, the APA submits an Annual Report to the   
General Assembly, which highlights the previous 
years reports and emerging issues.  This and all     
reports issued by our Office since 1998 are available 
on our website, apa.virginia.gov. 

http://www.apa.virginia.gov/

